
Part One

Foundations

1. Intelligence
2. The Brain and the Computer
3. The Representation of Knowledge

In the first portionof thisbook we examine, in
a very general way, the nature of intelligence
and the principal mechanisms bywhich it is
achieved.

Oursubject matter includes the attributes
of intelligent behavior, the structure of the
"reasoning engines" devised byboth nature
and man, and the critical role played by the
way in which knowledge is encoded. These
topics provide a foundation for our discussion,
in Parts II and III, of cognition and percep
tion, the two major faculties bywhich intelli
gence is exhibited.
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Intelligence

In this bookwewill explore
some of the central aspects
of intelligent behavior, and
the approaches employed
in creating machines that
can exhibit such behavior.
Ourpurpose in this chapteris to address
three broad questions about the nature of
intelligence:

• Whatis intelligence, and to whatextent
is it a unique attribute of the human
species?

• How can intelligence be measured or
evaluated?

• What is the nature of the mechanisms
that are capable of intelligent behavior?
In particular, can a machine be de
signedto display intelligent behavior?

3

WHAT IS INTELLIGENCE?

Intelligence is easier to recognize
than to define or measure. While
the word "intelligence" is used in
ordinary conversation, and has a

dictionary definition, it has no agreed
upon scientific meaning, and no quantita
tive natural laws relating to intelligence
have as yetbeen discovered. In view of
this situation, the conceptof intelligence
is subjectto change as our understanding
of human intelligence increases. Further,
without a scientific definition, much of the
social debate overmatters relating to
intelligence (e.g., contentions about racial
differences with respect to intelligence)
cannot be rationally resolved.

A dictionary definition of intelligence
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includes statements such as (1) the ability
to meet (novel) situations successfully by
proper behavior adjustments; or (2) the
ability to perceive the interrelationships of
presented facts insuch a way as to guide
action towarda desired goal. We can
associate the word "learning" with the
first statement, and goal-oriented behav
ior, problem solving, and understanding
with the second. Some additional attrib
utes of intelligence (see Tables1-1 and
1-2) include reasoning, common sense,
planning, perception, creativity, and mem
ory retention and recall.

Theoriesof Intelligence

Theories of intelligence are primarily
concerned with identifying the major
independent components of intelligent
behavior, and determining the importance
of, and interactions between mechanism,
process, knowledge, representation, and
goals. In particular, such theories address
the following issues:

• Performance theories: Howcan one
test for the presence or degree of intel
ligence? What are the essential func-

TABLE 1-1 • Attributes of an Intelligent Agent

We expect an intelligent agentto be able to:

• Have mental attitudes (beliefs, desires, and intentions)
• Learn (ability to acquire new knowledge)
• Solve problems, including the ability to break complex problems into simpler parts
• Understand, including the ability to make senseout ofambiguous or contradictory infor

mation
• Planandpredict the consequences ofcontemplated actions, including the ability to com-

pare andevaluate alternatives
• Know the limits ofits knowledge andabilities
• Draw distinctions between situations despite similarities
• Beoriginal, synthesize new concepts and ideas, and acquire and employ analogies
• Generalize (find a common underlying patternin superficially distinct situations)
• Perceive and model the external world (see Box 1-1)
• Understand and use language and related symbolic tools

TABLE 1-2 • Attributes Related to, but Distinct from, Intelligence

There are a number ofhuman attributes that are related to the concept of intelligence, but
are normally considered distinct from it:

• Awareness (consciousness)
• Aesthetic appreciation (art, music)
• Emotion (anger, sorrow, pain, pleasure, love, hate)
• Sensory acuteness
• Muscular coordination (motor skills)
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tional components of a system capable
of exhibiting intelligent behavior?

• Structural/function theories: Whatare
the mechanisms bywhich intelligence is
achieved?

• Contextual theories: Whatis the rela
tionship between intelligent behavior
and the environment with which an
organism mustcontend?

• Existence theories: Whatare the neces
saryand/or sufficient conditions for
intelligent behavior to be possible?

(A separateset of issues is associated
with the question of how theories of intel
ligence can be validated.)

Theories are statements, circum
scribed by definitions, aboutobjects and
their relationships that are implicit in a
body of knowledge. Thus, definitions and

111 BOX 1-1 Visual Thinking

theories of intelligence cannot be sepa
rated. Quantitative definitions of intelli
gence range from implicitly defining
intelligence as that human attribute which
is measured by IQ tests, to assuming that
the total information processing capacity
of the brain is measured by its size.' How
ever, the dimension alongwhich defini
tions of intelligence differ most is the
structural (internal) versus the contextual
(external). At the structural extreme,
intelligence is viewed as the competence
of the human (or animal) nervous system
to reason, while at the contextual ex
treme, intelligence is viewed as the ability
of an organism to adapt to its physical
and social environment. In the latter case,
goals, expectations, stored knowledge,

'Beyond that needed to support normalbodyfunc
tions.

The ideathat "visual thinking" and
artistic creation are part ofintelli
gent behavior has been discussed by
Arnheim as follows [Arnheim 69]:

My contention is that the cogni
tive operations called thinking
are not the privilege of mental
processes aboveand beyond
perception but the esssential
ingredients ofperception itself.
I am referring to such opera
tions as active exploration,
selection, graspingofessen
tials, simplification, abstraction,
analysis and synthesis, comple
tion, correction, comparison,
problem solving, as well as
combining, separating, putting
intocontext. These operations

are not the prerogative ofany
one mentalfunction; they are
the manner in which the minds
ofboth man and animaltreat
cognitive material at any level.
There is no basic difference in
this respect between what
happens when a person looks
at the world directly, and when
he sitswithhis eyes closedand
"thinks."

Another aspect of visual think
ingis the 'conceptthat the artist
constructs his drawings by a reason
ingprocess. Gombrich [Gombrich
61] describes the task ofsetting
down a pictorial likeness on a flat
surface as resembling the method

usedby scientists in arriving at a
theoretical description of the natural
world. The artist does not simply
trace an outline of their visualcon
tours to represent the appearance of
things, but instead prepares a hypo
thetical construction to be matched
and then modified in the light of
further evaluation. Through an
iterative process, the artist gradually
eliminates the discrepancies between
whatis seen and what is drawn, until
the image on the flat surface begins
to resemblea view of the world as it
mightbe seen through a pane of
glass. The iterative processof the
artist corresponds to the conjectures
and refutations of the scientistin
creatinga theory of nature.
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and prior experience are as important
and relevant as the internal reasoning
machinery.

Theoriesof intelligence are largely
dependent on whetherwe define intelli
gence to be a natural phenomenon ap
pearing in living organisms (especially
man), or whetherwe define it to be an
abstractfacility with certain specified
properties. If intelligence is viewed as an
outgrowth of specific biological structures,

then it is reasonable to ask whether a
single or coherent mechanism produces
intelligent behavior, or whether intelli
gence is the result of a number of rela
tively independent processes. From a
practical standpoint, we might alsoask
whatkinds of measurements are needed
to predict human performance in specified
tasks requiring intelligence.

For example, if intelligence is a
highly integrated process, then it is quite

I BOX 1-2 Psychological/Performance Theories of Intelligence

Plato drew a distinction betweenthe
cognitive aspects ofhuman nature
(thinking, reasoning, problemsolv
ing) and whathe termedthe hormic
aspects (emotions, feelings, passions,
and the will). He theorizedon the
cause of individual differences in
intellect and personality: The God
who created you has put different
metals into your composition-gold
into those who are fit to berulers,
silver into thosewho areto act as
their executives, and a mixtureof
iron andbrassintothosewhosetask
it willbe to cultivate thesoil or
manufacture goods.

The modern conceptof intelli
gence was formulated by Herbert
Spencer and Sir FrancisGalton in
the nineteenth century-they be
lieved in the existence of a general
ability distinctfrom, and in addition
to, morespecialized cognitive abili
ties. Galton also introduced some of
the toolsand methodology by which
statistical correlation between tests
ofperformance becamethe basis
foranswering questionsabout the
relationships between different

cognitive skills and general intelli
gence. Galton, and in 1890, James
Cattell devised "intelligence tests"
basedlargely on sensory and motor
functions Ie.g., color discrimination,
timeperception, accuracy of hand
movement, description of imagery)
under the assumption that these
easily measured quantities were
highly correlatedwith intelligence.
In 1895, Alfred Binetargued for
moredirect testingof cognitive skills
(e.g., verbal comprehension, moral
sensibility, aesthetic appreciation).
Binet, in 1904, also introduced the
concept of "mental age," closely
related to the idea of intelligence
quotient(IQ: 100 times mental age
divided by chronological age).

Early in this century, C. Spear
manemployed a technique called
"factor analysis" to provide statisti
cal evidence for the predominance
of a general cognitive ability. Spear
manproposed a "two-factor" theory
of intelligence: Everyintellectual
activity has two underlying compo
nents, one specific to that particular
activity, and one common to all

intellectual activities. Thissecond
factor was called "general intelli
gence" or g. Following Spearman,
L.L. Thurstone developed and
employed a moreadvanced form of
factor analysis to argue that Spear
man's general factorg mightbe an
artifactarising out of a set of pri
marymental abilities: spatialvisual
ization, perceptual ability, verbal
comprehension, numerical ability,
memory, word fluency, and inductive
and deductive reasoning. There was
also evidence that these primary
mentalabilities were the base of a
hierarchy in which the primary
abilities firstcluster into verbal,
numerical, and logical groupings,
and then finally into Spearman's g.

In the sametimeperiodas the
workofThurstone (1930-1950),
Cyril Burt" usednew statistical
methods in an attemptto determine
the relative contributions of heredity
and environment to IQ test perform-

•See"The Real Error ofCyril Burt" in
Gould (Gould 81) for a description of
how Burt faked some ofhis data.
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possible that a single number, such as an
IQ test score, could be a goodpredictor
ofa human's ability to perform in almost
any intellectual task domain. To the ex
tent that intelligence arises from a loosely
integrated combination ofdifferent mech
anisms, prediction of human performance
would depend on testsmuch more closely
related to the specific task of interest.
Most psychological theories of intelli
gence, and intelligence tests that implicitly

arisefrom these theories, assume that
intelligence is a composite of a relatively
small numberof component factors, pos
sibly dominated bya single integrating
factor. These theories can be called "per
formance theories," since they are based
on measurements of performance and
make assertions about relationships and
correlations between different tests of
performance (see Box1-2). Such theories
are largely empirical and, while they have

BOX 1-2 (continued)

ance, and byimplication, to human
intelligence.

Between 1950and 1980,
Guilford [Guilford19671 formulated
whatwas intended to be a compre
hensive theory of the structureof
human intellect. He identified three
classes of variables:

1. The five activities or operations
performed-cognition (immedi
ate awareness of information),
memory, convergent (logical)
thinking, divergent (creative)
thinking, and evaluation

2. The material or content on
which the operations are
performed-images, symbols,
concepts, and nonverbal social
perceptions

3. Thesix products which result
from the operations-uni
tary items, classes, relations,
systems, transformations,
and implications

Guilford's system results in
5x4x6 = 120separatefactors or
abilities contributing to intelligence.
There is no generalfactor. Guilford
and his associates usedfactorana
lytic methods on performance tests

to provethe existenceof many (but
not all) of the factors he defined.

Raymond Cattell (no relation to
JamesCattell, circa 1890), working
in the same time frame as that of
Guilford, proposed and provided
statistical tests for an alternative
theoryof intelligence in which g
combined two distinctgeneral abili
ties: "crystallized" and "fluid" intel
ligence. Crystallized abilities are
basedon learned cultural knowledge
(vocabulary, numerical skills, me
chanical knowledge), while fluid
intelligence relates to innatepercep
tual and reasoningabilities.

Mostof the above work used
statistical methods to determine how
mental processes vary from individ
ual to individual, and to studythe
relationships amongthese mental
processes in a single individual. One
exception to such studies, which are
based largely on statistical analysis
of performance tests, is the work
of Piaget(described in Chapter5)
who proposed a qualitative theory
of how intelligence evolves in an
individual-from "sensory," "con
crete," and "subjective" in the child,
to "abstract" and "objective" in the
adult. There are also the more

cognitive-type theories of G.H.
Thomson and E.L. Thorndike
(1920- 1940) who hypothesized that
general intelligence is a function of
the numberof structural bonds(or
stimulus-response connections) that
have been formed between specific
mental abilities. Performance on any
one task would be the resultof
activation of manyof these bonds.

In retrospect, as noted by
Butcher[Butcher 73): "During the
first forty years of this century, the
idea of intelligence or generalmen
tal abilitywasfound to be useful and
important bypsychologists... .
Recently, however, the concepthas
becomeless generally acceptable
and more exposedto various kinds
of criticism."

Almost all psychological investi
gators employ a paradigmbasedon
statistical testing for the existence of
presupposed intellectual structures.
We believe that the studyofthe
computational requirements for
intelligent behavior-the underlying
themeof workin the field of artifi
cial intelligence-will provide a more
productive means for understanding
the nature of both humanand ma
chine intelligence.
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significant practical utility, they offer very
little insight into the nature of intelli
gence. As noted by Butcher [Butcher 73],

The study of human intelligence has
yielded a large accumulationof knowl
edge about individual differences, but
very little about the basic laws ofcogni
tive functioning. .. . For a concept to be
valuable it should have more than purely
statistical support, and be more than a
blind abstraction from a set of correlated
performances.

Most of our concern in subsequent
chapters will be withwhat mightbe called
structural/function theories of intelligence.
These are theories that propose certain
physical or formal structuresas the basis
for intelligent behavior, and then examine
the functionality that results. For exam
ple, if we assume that intelligence is a
result of formal logical inference, then we
might ask if there are humancapabilities
that couldbe shownto be unachievable in
the formal system because of limitations
inherent in logical reasoning. In Chapters
2 and 4 weshow that logical systems do
indeed havelimitations we do not usually
ascribe to people.

Finally, there are (largely philosophi
cal) theories about the physical conditions
necessary for the mechanization of intelli
gence; we call these existence theories.
For example, there is a school of thought
that asserts that intelligence is a nonphysi
cal propertyof living organisms, and can
not be re-created in a machine. Another
school holdsthat intelligence is an emer
gent propertyof organicmatter-ssilicon'
is inadequate, but when weeventually

'''Silicon'' is a shorthandway of referring to silicon
based microcircuits that areused in digitalcom
puters.

learn how to build machines out of or
ganic compounds, we might have a
chance of inducing intelligent behavior.
One other school believes that intelli
gence is a functional property of formal
systems, and is completely independent
of any physical embodiment. This latter
viewpoint is the one with which wewill
be primarily concerned.

Theories of Mind

As previously noted, wewill extensively
discuss the attributes of intelligence and
intelligentbehavior, describing mecha
nisms that are capable ofachieving such
behavior in both living organisms and
machines. However, we will not provide
a precise definition of intelligence; this
book as a whole is our contribution in this
regard. Nor will we do much to "explain"
or elucidate the conscious awareness that
seemsto be an essential component of
human intelligence. Introspectively, there
appears to be an "inner entity," the mind,
which views the world through the body's

"thi ks " " d tands"sensory organs, In , un ers ,
and causesthe bodyto react in an appro
priate manner.

A primary concern ofphilosophy is
the attempt to understand the relation
ship between the internalworld ofour
conscious awareness and the external
physical world. Plato (c.428-c.348 B.C.)
held that the mind (psyche) was in charge
of the body and directed itsmovements.
In the Phaedrus Plato spokeof the mind
as having both appetitive desires and
higherdesires, and having alsoa rational
capacity to control, direct, and adjudicate
between these two typesof desires. Later
theories held that man was made of two
substances, mind and matter. The theory
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that the mind and body are distinct,
known as "dualism," was given its classi
calformulationby Descartes in the seven
teenth century. In his Discourse on
Method (1637) he arguedthat the uni
verse consists of two different substances:
mind, or thinking substance, and matter,
which can be explained byscienceand
mathematics. Only in man are mindand
matterjoined together. His conceptwas
that mind was an immaterial nonextended
substance that engages in rational
thought, feeling, and willing. Mattercon
forms to the laws of physics with the ex
ceptionof the humanbody, which
Descartes believed is causally affected by
the mind, and which causally produces
certain mental events. A basic problem
that must be dealtwith in this theory is
how interaction can occurbetween the
nonphysical and the physical.

The current dominant school of
thought' regards mind as beinga purely
physical phenomenon. Sagan[Sagan 78]
sumsup this view succinctly: "My funda
mental premise about the brain is that
its workings-what we sometimes call
'mind'-are a consequence of anatomy
and physiology and nothingelse." A simi
lar view by Restak [Restak 84] is based on
a beliefthat signals from the brain will
some day be understood:

Since the development ofappropriate
technologies, it has become obvious that
thoughts, emotions, and even elementary
sensations areaccompanied by changes
in the stateofthebrain ... a thought
without a change inbrain activity is

'Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), John Locke (1632
1704), and David Hume(1711-1776) originated the
ideathat thoughts obeyphysical laws and can be
characterized as computational processes.

impossible . .. to understand the "mind,"
therefore, it is necessary to understand
thebrain-how concepts arearrived at,
themechanisms underlying perceptions,
memory, the neuro-chemistry ofour
emotions, and soon.

Searle[Searle 84] comments on the mind
body problem: "Mental phenomena, all
mental phenomenawhether conscious or
unconscious, visual or auditory, pains,
tickles, itches, thoughts, indeed, all of our
mental life are causedby processesgoing
on in the brain."

The information processing model is
used by Newell and Simon [Newell 72].
They view formal logic as a way of captur
ing ideas bysymbols, and the algorithmic
alterationofsuch symbols as leading to
mindlike activity: "The persistence of
concern with the mind-body problem can
be attributed in part to the apparent radi
cal incongruity and incommensurability
of 'ideas'- the material of thought-with
the tangible biological substances of the
nervous system."

Those whotake the above compu
tational point of view feel that the mind
body problem will disappear when we
havedemonstrated the operation of mind
using formalisms and algorithms for ma
nipulating symbols.

One shouldnot think that all modern
researcherslook at duality with scorn. In
his final book, The Mystery of the Mind,
the famous neurosurgeon WilderPenfield
[Penfield 78]doubts that an understand
ingof the brain will ever lead to an expla
nation of the mind: "Consciousness of
man, the mind, is something not to be
reduced to brain mechanisms." Another
example of this point of view is contained
in The Self and the Brain by Karl Popper
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and John Eccles [Popper 77], an updated
plea for dualism, the belief that the brain
and the mindare distinct entities.

Until someone provides convincing
proof of the physical basis of mind, we
can expectthe mind-body debate to con
tinue.

HOW CAN INTELLIGENCE BE
MEASURED OR EVALUATED?

Assessing Human Intelligence

As noted in the previous section, while an
intuitive conceptof intelligence exists,
there is no formal or scientific definition
of intelligence that is widely accepted. If
intelligence cannot be defined, then it
certainly cannot be measured in anypre
cise or comprehensive manner. If intelli
gence tests do not measure intelligence,
whatdo they measure? The purpose of
most ofthese tests is to predictthe future
performance of the person beingtested
with respect to an ability to compete or
perform in an academic program or in
a skilled work task. Whether or not an
"intelligence test" actually does havethe
required predictive power can only be
determinedby extensive testingin the
specific application area.

There are a numberof intelligence
tests in widespread use, one ofthe most
popular beingthe Terman-Merrill revision
of the Binet-Simon intelligence scale. The
original Binet-Simon work was performed
in the period 1905-1911. Binet insisted
on three cardinal principles for usinghis
test:

1. The scoresare a practical device and
are not intended as the basis for a
theory of intellect. Theydo not de-

fine anything innate or permanent.
What they measure is not "intelli
gence."

2. The scale is a rough, empirical guide
for identifying mildly retardedand
learning-disabled children who need
special help. It is not a device for
rankingnormal children.

3. Whatever the cause ofdifficulty in
children identified for help, emphasis
should be placed on improvement
throughspecial training. Low scores
shouldnot be used to mark children
as innately incapable.

All of his warnings were disregarded,
and his scale was used as a routine de
vice for testingall children [Gould 81].
The Binet-Simon test was superseded by
Terman's 1916 standard version, and then
bythe Terman-Merrill revision of 1937,
and bya later revision in 1960. Table 1-3
lists someof the categories of items found
in the 1960 revision. It is interesting to
note that the procedurefor selecting
questions for this test was that the ques
tions had to satisfy certain preconceived
notions ofwhatresults the test should
produce.This is standard practice in all
intelligence test construction. For exam
ple, questions that yield systematically
higherscores for either boys or girls are
eliminated. By use ofquestion selection
and scoring procedures, the test was con
structed so that for the white American
population, biased somewhat toward ur
ban and above-average socioeconomic
level persons, the scores would have a
normal distribution with an average score
of 100, and a standard deviation of 16.
This means that 50 percent of the ref
erence group (white Americans) would
score under 100; 85 percent would score
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TABLE 1·3 • Categories of Questions that Appear in the Terman-Merrill Version of
Binet-Simon IntelligenceScales

Obey simple commands Comprehension
Identify object byuse Opposite analogies
Repeat digits Pictures alike anddifferent
Response to pictures Memory forsentences
Repeat digits reversed Vocabulary
Memory for stories Picture completion (picture ofa man)
Find absurdities inpictures Discriminate animal pictures
Picture vocabulary (recognize pictorial objects)

under 116; 97.5 percent would score un
der 132, etc.

Another commonly used intelligence
test, the Wechsler intelligence scale, uses
separate tests for adults and for children.
This test is divided into two main parts,
one to test predominantly verbal ability,
and a second to test performance (see
Table 1-4). Even though the Wechsler and
the Binet tests havesomewhat different
philosophies and different categories of
questions, they use similar principles of
test constructionand producescores that
are in reasonable agreement.

Starting in the 1960s, the role and

valueof intelligence tests have been seri
ouslychallenged. In particular, critics
have argued that these tests take too
narrow a view of intelligence, and that
they are based on such dubiousassump
tions as: (a) A child is born with a fixedor
predetermined level of intelligence; (b) IQ
tests can measure this intelligence;(c) IQ
scores will showlittlevariation from early
childhoodto old age; and (d) the tests
employed, relatively unchanged since their
introductionin the early 19OOs, are good
predictorsof human performance. Not
surprisingly, political and social concerns
have been intermixed with issues of scien-

TABLE 1-4 • Categories of Questions that Appear in the Wechsler Intelligence Scale

I. Verbal Tests

General information (who is President ofthe United States?)
General comprehension (what would you do if? ... Why dowe usually?. . .)

I Arithmetic reasoning (simple mental arithmetic)
Remember series ofdigits forward andbackward
Similarities (pairs ofwords: subject hasto tellhow they arealike)
Vocabulary (explain meaning ofwords)
II. Performance Tests

Digit symbol coding (subject must assign digits andsymbols to pictures)
Picture completion (subjectmust detect nosemissing from face)
Block design (construct color-pattern designs in duplication ofgiven patterns)
Picture arrangement (subject arranges pictures to tell a story)
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tific validity in addressing the question of
whatis reasonable and meaningful in re
gard to the testing of human intelligence.

Assessing Machine Intelligence

Ifone were offered a machine purported
to be intelligent, whatwould be an appro
priate method of evaluating this claim?
The mostobvious approach mightbe to
give the machine an IQtest. Aswill be
seen in later chapters, we already know
how to build machines that can perform
quitewell on selectedportions of such a
test. For example, machines can currently
solve highschoolalgebra problems, solve
the type ofgeometric analogy problems
used on IQ tests, answer questions about
the contentofa simple story, parse En
glish sentences, etc. However, none of
this would be completely satisfactory
because the machine would have to be
specially prepared for any specific task
that it was askedto perform. The task
could not be described to the machine in
a normal conversation (verbal or written)
if the specific nature of the task was not
already programmed into the machine.
Such considerations led many peopleto
believe that the ability to communicate
freely using someform ofnatural lan
guageis an essential attribute of an in
telligent entity.

In 1950, Alan 'luring proposed an
"imitation game" to provide an opera
tional answer to the question, "Cana
machine think?" [Dennett 85, Hodges 83,
Turing 50]. The game is played with three
people, a man, a woman, and an interro
gator who may be of eithersex. The inter
rogator stays in a room apart from the
other two, and attempts to determine

which of the other two is the man and
which is the woman. The man triesto
convince the interrogator that he is the
woman. Communication between the
interrogatorand eachperson is by tele
printer, and the interrogator is freeto ask
any questionof the participants.

Supposewe now ask the question,
"What will happenwhen a machine takes
the part of the man in this game?" Turing
felt that a machine could be considered
"intelligent" when the interrogator de
cideswrongly as often when the game
is played with the machine as when
the game is played between a man and
woman. It shouldbe noted that to accom
plishthis, the machine mustbe able to
carry out a dialogue in natural language
and reason using an enormous database
of "world knowledge." The "man-woman"
formulation proposed byTuring is not
usually stressed in describing the imitation
game. Instead, the theme is usually the
idea of a machine convincing an interro
gator that it is a person.

The Turing test has morehistorical
and philosophical importance than practi
cal value; Turing did not designthe test as
a useful tool for psychologists. For exam
ple, failing the test doesnot imply lackof
intelligence. The important central idea
is that the ability to successfully commu
nicate witha discerning person in a free
and unbounded conversation is a better
indication of intelligence than anyother
attribute accessible to measurement.

IS MAN THE ONLY INTELLIGENT
ANIMAL?

Ifwe examine the attributes of intelligent
behavior that werepresentedin Table 1-1,
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we can find examples of superior animal
performance in each of the attribute cate
gories. Until recently, however, it was
believed that only man, of all animals,
could produce (asopposed to understand)
structured linguistic phrases to communi
catemeaning. Experiments more fully
described in Chapter 6 (Language and
Communication) have demonstrated that
chimpanzees can learn American Sign
Language (ASL) and can learn to assign
word meanings to physical tokens (e.g.,
small colored plastic disks), and then
arrange these tokensinto structuredsen
tences to communicate with their trainers.
Thus in an objective sense, it appears
possible that man differs from the higher
mammals mainly in degree of intellectual
ability rather than in having some unique
and unshared capability.

In a relatedsense, recentwork by
Gordon Gallup [Gallup 77] addresses the
question: "Do minds exist in species other
than our own?" Gallup defines "mind,"
"consciousness," and "self-awareness" to
meanessentially the samething. His oper
ational test for self-awareness is that an
organism can identify itself in a mirror; for
example, a child can recognize his reflec
tion at approximately a year and one half
to two years of age. Gallup discovered that
while humans, chimpanzees, and orang..
utans can learn to recognize themselves
in mirrors, no otherprimates cant Thus
even thoughgorillas appear to possess
some degree of linguistic competence (see
Patterson's work with Koko [Patterson
78]), gorillas fail this particular test for
self-awareness. Ourunderstanding ofthe
relationship between self-awareness, lan
guage, and intelligence is stillat a very
primitive stage.

THE MACHINERY OF
INTELLIGENCE

Reliance on Paradigms

It would appear that we dealwith the
world by relying on paradigms, overall
strategies or frameworks that we use as
the high-level plan forsolving various
problems. The use ofparadigms allows
us to reduce the complexity of our envi
ronmentbydiscarding mostsensory data
and selecting only that which is relevant.
Thus,weare usually unconscious of
breathing, bodysupportpressures, back
groundhumsand noises, but anyof these
could become important in special situa
tions; e.g., consciousness ofbreathing
could be importantto an astronautin a
spacesuit. If the paradigm for dealing
with a situation is not adequate, then
performance will be poor:If the only tool
you haveis a hammer, you tendto treat
everything as if it were a nail. For exam
ple, the city dweller may not have the
proper paradigms for dealing with a jungle
environment. His "city paradigms" would
not help himto focus on the necessary
sensory data; he would not be able to
properly interpret the jungleenvironment
data beingreceived, and he would not be
ableto invoke the appropriate actions for
survival.

Two Basic Paradigms

There is evidence to show that the two
hemispheres of the human brain are spe
cialized to deal with problems in different
ways by the use of two distincttypes of
paradigms. The sequential (or logical)
paradigm is based on a problem solving
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Word is written
on thispaper

Peephole

fiGURE 1-1 Experiment Illustrating the Distinction Between the Sequential and
Gestalt Paradigms for ProblemSolving and Perception.

Subject is asked to read a word. Subjectis not permitted to see the word as a whole, but must exam
ine it by looking througha smallpeephole in a piece of cardboardthat he or she can slideoverthe
paper on which the word is written.

approach that considers only a small
portion of the available data at anygiven
time, while the parallel (orgestalt) para
digm processes data on a global basis, or
allat once. That these are fundamentally
different capabilities can be seen from the
experiment offered in Fig. I-I. A human
subject is given an opaque card with a
small window in it and askedto explore
an English word (printed in a rather unu
sual typefont) by moving the card overit.
The subjectwill not be able to perceive
the word becauseall of the pattern data
must be viewed at onceto reveal the
structure. The importantpoint here is
that problems that can be successively
decomposed into simple and relatively
independentparts can be effectively
solved usingthe sequential/logical para
digm. On the other hand, many problems,
especially those of a perceptual nature as
in the example, do not permit decornposi-

tion, and can be effectively solved only by
employing the gestalt paradigm that can
deal with global information.

In most normal people, the left hemi
sphere of the brain is specialized to deal
with tasks amenable to a sequential para
digm. These includelanguage understand
ing and production, logical reasoning,
planning, and timesense. The right hemi
sphere of the brain is more competent to
deal with spatial tasks and tasks requiring
a global (gestalt) synthesis. These include
comparing and identifying visual imagery,'
visual and analogic reasoning (including,

'There is evidence to support the surprising discov
ery that mental images are neither generatednor
manipulated by the normalsensory-based visual
system; a module in the left hemisphere, but not
language-based, appears to provide the necessary
competence. There is no similar module in the right
hemisphere [Gazzaniga 85, p. 134]
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perhaps, dreaming), and body sense and
coordination.

Someof the evidence supporting the
concept of specialization of the two brain
hemispheres with respectto the gestalt
andsequential paradigms has comefrom
splitbrain experiments with subjects who
have had brainsurgery to control epi
lepsy. The connection between the right
and lefthemispheres is severed so that
signals no longer flow between the hemi
spheres. By examining the subjects of
such experiments, it has been found that
the humanbrain cansupport two separate
and distinct "personalities," one in each
hemisphere, as described in Box 1-3.The
philosophical implications of this finding
are rather staggering and are stillbeing
investigated.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE (AI)

The Mechanization ofThought

The idea of man converting an inanimate
objectinto a "human-like" thinking entity
is an old one. In Greekmyth we have
the story of Pygmalion, a kingof Cyprus
who fashions a female figure of ivory that
was brought to life byAphrodite. In the
Golem legend of the late sixteenth
century, Rabbi Low of Praguebreathes
life into a figure of clay. In the nineteenth
century there is the storyof the scientist
Frankenstein, who createsa living
creature.

During the seventeenth century, the
ideaarose ofconverting thought into a
formal notationand using a calculating
device to carryout the reasoning opera
tions. In 1650, the English philosopher
Thomas Hobbes proposed the idea that
thinking is a rule-based computational

process, analogous to arithmetic.
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibnitz (1646-1716)
describes his book DeArte Combinatorica
(1661) as containing"a general method in
which all truths would be reduced to a
kind of calculation." Much later, in 1854,
George Boolepublished An Investigation
of the Laws of Thought, on whichare
Founded the Mathematical Theories of
Logicand Probabilities. In the first chap
ter he states,"The design of the following
treatise is to investigate the fundamental
operations of the mind bywhich reason
ing is performed."

The dream of devising a formal sys
tem that couldbe a basis for all reasoning
seemedto be almostat hand with the
publication of Russell and Whitehead's
Principia Mathematica (1910-1913). The
codification of logic and the reduction of
significant portions of mathematics to the
language of logicappeared to provide the
means by which people (or machines)
could do mathematics withouthaving to
understand whatwas actually happening;
it would be sufficient to manipulate the
symbols according to permissible logical
transformations. Eventhe sequencing
of the transformations could be done
"blindly" (mechanically).

It evenseemed possible that all ques
tions of philosophy could be phrasedand
answered in such a logical language. The
logical positivists, extendingthe empiri
cism of David Hume, believed that only
within the framework of a logical language
couldphilosophical problems be raised
with any degree of precision: All problems
are either questionsof fact or questions of
logic; the former are properly relegated
to the sciences and philosophy simply
becomes a form of logical analysis. Thus,
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1]1BOX 1-3 Split·Brain Experiments

Hwe were to cut in half a complicated mechanism, such
as a car, a computer, or a person, wewould certainly
not expect each of the halves to continue to function.
Nevertheless, whenthe human brain is cut in halfby
severing the majorconnectingbundleof nerve fibers
linking the twohemispheres, the corpus callosum (see
Fig. 1-2), the tworesulting pieces continue to operate
independently, as if twoseparatepersonalities nowexist
in placeof the original individual (see [Ornstein 73] and
[Gazzaniga 85]).

Since wedevotea significant portionof Chapter2
to a discussion of the structure and functioning of the
brain, here we merely note the following facts. The
brain, in terms of its outward appearance, is bilaterally
symmetrical. The twosimilar appearing "hemispheres"
ofbrain tissue are spatially separated, and normally
communicate through the corpus callosum. Each halfof
the brain controls muscles on onlyone side of the body,
and receives direct sensory inputsfrom sense organs
monitoringonly the left or right halfof the physical
spacesurroundingthe individual. For example, nerve
cel1s in each eye that monitorthe lefthalfof the visual
field have direct connectionsonly to the righthemi
sphere. (This right-left "crossover," which alsooccurs in
muscular control, has no special implications for this
discussion.)

In a cerebral commissurotomy operation, per
formed to alleviate severeepileptic seizures in some
patients whodid not respond to medication or other
forms of treatment, the corpus callosum is cut to prevent

FIGU RE1-2 The Split Brain.

Cutting thecorpus callosum effectively separates thetwo hemi
spheres ofthe human brain.
Localized functions relevant to thesplit-brain experiments: Left
hemisphere: right visual half-field: right hand; right ear; left
nostril; main language center. Righthemisphere: left visual
half-field; left hand; left ear; right nostril; simple language
communication.

Left /""
visual
field
visible
only to
right
hemisphere
after
cut

Visual
cortex Corpus

callosum

Visual
cortex
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asBarrett[Barrett 79] notes, u •••when
Philosophy, which was supposed to ques
tioneverything, turns to questioning it
self, it finds that it hasvanished," i.e., it is
reduced to physics and logic. However, at
leastin part for reasons touched on be
low, the dream of a formal system for
reasoning began to fade in the 1930s.

Formal investigation of the limits of
mechanical reasoning didnot occuruntil
the twentieth century. Alan Turing, a
British mathematician, carried out investi
gations using a conceptual model that he
called an automaton (now known as a
Turing machine). In the 1950s, Turing was
able to proveformally that there is a
"universal automaton" that can simulate
the performance of any other automaton
if it is given an appropriate description of

BOX 1-3 (continued)

a seizure starting in one hemisphere from spreading to
the other. Although it firstappeared that there were no
undesirable aftereffects, tests latershowed that "split
brain" patients were indeed different after the operation.

In one testsituation, the split-brain subjectis seated
in front ofa screen that hides hishandsfrom his direct
view. His gaze is fixed at a spot on the centerof the
screen and the word "nut" is flashed very briefly on the
left halfofthe screen.This image goesto the right
hemisphere ofhis brainwhich controls the leftsideof
his body. Thesubjectthen useshis lefthand to pickout
(by sense of touch) a nut from a pileofobjects hidden
from hisview. But he cannotverbally report whatword
was flashed on the screen because the image (ofthe
word "nut") could not reachthe left-brain hemisphere
where the main centersfor language production are
located andthe lefthemisphere receives no directsen
sory inputs from the lefthand.The language portionof
the subject's braincontrolling conversation with the
experimenter seems unaware ofwhat the subject's left

that automaton.' In addition, Turing
proved that certain types of automata
could neverbe built, e.g., one that could
tellwhether an arbitrary program run on
an arbitrary automaton would ever halt
Results concerning the limitations of
automata are described in Chapter2.

Also in this era, Johnvon Neumann
dealt with the questions ofhow complex a
device or construct needbe in orderto be
self-reproductive, i.e., to make a copy of
itself. Healso investigated the problem of
how to design reliable devices that mustbe
made from partsthat canmalfunction [von
Neuman 56a}. Hesurmised that autom-

'Simulation ofone computer typebyanother is now
quitecommon. In fact, one oftensimulates a com
puter on another typeof computer in order to verify
the design prior to fabrication.

hand is doing. If the word flashed on the screen remains
longer than one tenth ofa second, the subjectcan move
his eyes so that the word is also projectedto the left
hemisphere. If the subject can move his eyesfreely,
information goes to both hemispheres, and this is why
the deficiencies caused bysevering the hemispheric
connections are not readily apparent in daily activities.

Experiments with split-brain patients tend to con
firm knowledge obtained through other meansin normal
human subjects. Theseresultsindicatethe separation, or
at leastdominanceof skills, to individual hemispheres,
based on whether theyare sequential/analytic (left hemi
sphere) or spatial/gestalt (righthemisphere). While there
is still some controversy regarding the precisenature
ofsuchspecialization (Gardner82), there can be little
argument with the finding that split-brain patientsex
hibittwo distinctstreams of consciousness. It is reason
ableto ask whether cerebral commissurotomy produces
a splitting or doubling of the mind, or whether it exposes
a multiplicity previously present
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ata whose "complexity" is below a certain
level can only produceless complicated
offspring, whereas those above a certain
level can reproducethemselves or even
constructhigher entities.

In recent years, the information pro..
cessing paradigm has become a popular
modelfor explaining the reasoningability
of the human mind. Asstated by Simon
[Simon 81], "At the root of intelligence
are symbols, withtheir denotative power
and their susceptibility to manipula-
tion ... and symbols can be manufactured
of almost anything that can be arranged
and patterned and combined." This view,
that intelligence is independentof the
mechanisms by which the symbol pro
cessing is accomplished, is held by most
researchers in the field of artificial
intelligence.

The Computer and the
1Wo Paradigms

The digital computeris the only device
that has been used to achieve any signifi
cant degree of artificial (machine) intelli
gence. However, the conventional digital
computer is a sequential symbol manipu
lator, and is primarily suitablefor tasks
that can be broken down into a seriesof
simple steps.Thus, it is only effective for
realizingone of the two basic paradigms
employed in human intelligence: the se
quential paradigm. Attempts. to dupli
cate human abilities involving the global
(gestalt) paradigm, such as visual percep
tion, have been strikingly inferior, even
for visual tasks that people consider ex-
tremely simple. .

At the present time there is a vast
difference in favor of the human brain, as
compared to the computer, with respect

to logical complexity, memory characteris
tics, and learningability. Computer-based
AImust be specialized to very restricted
domains to be at all comparable to human
performance. For example, games witha
limited number ofpositions and possible
moves are well matched to the computer's
great search speed and infallible memory.

How can we Distinguish between
Mechanical and Intelligent Behavior?

'TWo basicattributesof intelligence are
learningand understanding. One might
think that an artificialdevice possessing
these capabilities is indeedintelligent.
However, wecan illustrate the presence
ofboth of these attributes in the very
limited context of a coin-matching game
(Box 1-4). In this example, the,computer
learns the playing pattern of its opponent,
and in practicewill beat almost allhuman
opponentswho are not familiar with the
details of the program. The computer
demonstrates its understanding ofthe
gamesituationby its outstanding ability to
predict the opponent's moves. However,
the computerstarts with the key elements
of its later understanding, sincethe pro
grammerhas provided the model of
choosing heads or tailsbased on the
statistics of the opponent'sprevious four..
move patterns. The only active role played
by the program is to collect the statistics
of play, and to make choices basedon
these statistical data. To the outsideob
serverthe programseems intelligent, but
oncewe examine its actualdetails wesee
that itis quite simple and mechanical.
Somemight point out that this same
argument can alsobe applied to human
performance; it is conceivable that most
ofthe basic models necessary for intelli-
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. "1BOX1-4 A Coin-Matching Program

FI GURE 1-3 PredictionTable Developed by the Program for Playing
the Coin-Matching Game.

column in that row of the table is
incremented, and similarly for a T.
Thus, after a sufficiently longperiod
ofplay, the computer can predictthe
most likely next move of its oppo
nent based on his last four moves.

The basic approachdescribed
above can be augmented with a
number ofadditional features de
signed to keep the human from
guessing how the programworks
and formaking it look human in its
performance. For example, every
oncein a while, based on a random
process within the program, the
computer will make a move which is
lesslikely to \Yin. Obviously, this
type of bluffing cannot be done too
often.

The following computer program for
playing a coin-matching game seems
to the external observer to be intel
ligent, but turns out to be quite
simple andmechanical in design.
Thisillustrates the point that it is
difficult to judge intelligence based
strictly on observed performance on
a specific task.

The computerplays against
a single opponent in a game of
"matching coins." On each play of
the game, the computer makes a
choice between heads (H) or tails
(T), and indicates its choice by
printing Hor T. Before looking at
the computer's choice the human
also decides on H or T, trying to
match the choice of the computer.
After making a decision, the human
opponent pushes either the Hor T
buttonon thecomputer console. If
the human matches the computer,
he gains onepoint, if not he loses
one point. If thescorereaches +25
the human wins, ifthe score reaches
- 25, the computer wins. The hu
man isnot allowed to flip a coin or
usesome otherrandom device in
making his choice.

Typically, when the gamefirst
begins, the score stays close to zero.
Then,as the computer observes the
behavior of its nonrandom human
opponent it finds certainregularities
in hisplay, and is able to predicthis
moves in advance well enough to
beat almost every human player.
Even if the human tries to act ran
domly, hecannotaccomplish this
well enough to fool the computer.

Thus, this program exhibits the

two main attributes of intelligent
behavior: (1) it learns, i.e., modifies
its own strategy of play to take
advantage of the way its opponentis
playing, and (2) it understands, i.e.,
it knows the rules ofthe game, and
aftera learning period, it predicts
how its opponent will behave, and
actsappropriately.

The way the computer accom
plishes this apparently sophisticated
behavior is actually rather simple:
the program forms a table ofall
possible four-move sequences (there
are 16 suchsequences), as shown in
Fig. 1-3. During the courseof play,
eachtime a particular four-move
sequence by the opponentis fol
lowed byan H, the count in the H

Relative freq uency of HorT
chosen by opponent following

Previous indicated four-move sequence
four
moves of

HCount TCountopponent

1 T T T T Q ()
2 T T T H <,
3 T T H T -.
4 T T H H <,
• • • • • • • <,

• • • • • • •
• • • • • • •
16 H H H H

Number of times
thatopponent
selected Tafter
the sequence
TTTT

Numberof times
thatopponent
selected Hafter
thesequence
TTTT
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gent performance are inborn, and allwe
do is select the proper modeland adjust
the parameters.

The Role of Representation in
Intelligent Behavior

As indicated in the previous section,a
paradigm is an overall approach for deal
ing with a class of problems. One of the
mostcritical elements in the specific real
izationof a paradigm is the Iorm in which
the relevant knowledge is encoded; we
devoteall of Chapter3 to this important
subject. To illustrate the role played by
the selectedrepresentationin solving a
problem, considerthe example depicted
in Fig. 1-4, which shows a configuration of
17 sticks. The problem is to remove five
sticksso as to leave three squares with no
extra sticks remaining. You are required
to find allsuch solutions! You mighttry to
find one such solutionbefore you read
further.

If the primitive element you manipu
late in searching for a solution is the indi
vidual stick, and you remove five sticks
at a timeand checkthe result, then even
ifyou are careful not to repeat a particu
lar trial twice, you must make over6000
trials to be sure that you havefoundall
possible solutions. (There are about 6000
combinations of 17 sticks taken 5 at a
time.)

If the primitive element youmanip
ulate is a square, youcan select three
squares at a time and retain the configu
ration ifthere are exactly five sticks left
to be removed. Then there are only 20
unique configurations that must be exam
ined to find all solutions, and there is a
300:1 reduction in the number of trials
over the approachbased on representing

FIGURE 1-4
The StickConfiguration Problem:
the Roleof Representation
in Problem Solving.

The problem is to remove five sticksso as to
leavethree of the original squareswithno
extra sticks, and to do this in all possible
ways.

the givenconfiguration as a collection of
individual sticks. (There are 20 combina
tions of 6 squares taken 3 at a time.)

Finally, we note that there are 17
sticks, and after removing five, the re
maining 12 can form three squaresonly
if these squares are noncontiguous (i.e.,
have no sides in common). It is easily seen
that there are only two configurations of
three noncontiguous squares, and both of
these are valid solutions. Here, byusinga
representation that allowed us to employ
deductive reasoning, the required effortis
reduced by a factor of 3000:1.

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
Intelligence is more an open collection of
attributes than it is a single well-defined
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entity. Someof the attributes most closely
identified with intelligence are learning,
reasoning, understanding, linguistic com
petence, purposeful behavior, and effec
tive interaction with the environment
(including perception). Since intelligence
has no clear definition, differing theories
of intelligence are not necessarily in con
flict, but often differ mainly in the as
sumed definition of intelligence as either
(1) a natural phenomenon appearing in
living organisms, especially man, or (2)an
arbitrarily specified set ofabilities.

Mostpsychological theoriesof intelli
gence are what might be called"perform
ance theories" since theyare based on
measurements of performance in specified
skills, and make assertions about the
relationships and correlations between
different tests of performance. For exam
ple, correlations between tests have been
used by investigators attempting to deter
mine ifhuman intelligence is the result of
a single coherentmechanism or a collec
tion of loosely integrated independent
processes. Such theories are largely em
pirical and offer verylittle insight into
the nature of intelligence. Mostof our
concern in the later portions of this
book is with understanding howspecified
abstractstructurescan produce intelligent
behavior.

Intelligence tests, whetherfor people
or machines, havesome practicalutility,
but cannot be expected to accurately
measure an undefinable quantity. Another
complicating factor in our understanding
of intelligence is the role played by con
sciousness, and the relation between mind
and brain.

It is possible to assume that most
intelligent behavior arises from one of two

distinctparadigms (strategies): In the
sequential (or logical) paradigm, a single
path is found which links available knowl
edge and evidence to some desired con
clusion; in the parallel (gestalt) paradigm,
all connectionsbetween evidence and pos
sibleconclusions are appraised simulta
neously. There is someevidence that the
human brain has separate specialized ma
chineryfor each of these two paradigms.

A key insightprovided bywork in
artificial intelligence is that intelligent
behavior not only requires stored knowl
edge and methodsfor manipulating this
knowledge, but is critically dependent on
the relationship between the specific en
coding of the knowledge and the purpose
for which this knowledge is used. This
concept, the central role of representation
in intelligentbehavior, is one of our major
themes.

The Ultimate Limits of AI. We have
briefly sketched the nature of human and
machine intelligence. In later chapters we
will repeatedly return to the questions,
"What can a machine knowabout the
world in which it exists?" and "What are
the mechanisms needed to acquire, un
derstand, and employ such knowl-
edge?" Wewill also address a number of
basic questionsconcerning the limitsand
ultimate role of machine intelligence:

• Can man create a machine more intelli
gent than himself?

• Are there components of man's intelli
gence that cannot be found in any ani
mal or duplicated in a machine?

• Can all intelligent behaviorbe dupli
cated by the current approach to AI,
namely by decomposing a given prob
lem into a sequence of simple tasks
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or subproblems that can be precisely
stated and solved?

• Cana machine everexhibitfully human
behavior without having been human
and thus properly socialized? In a more
limited sense, is human intelligence
in someway bound up in the human
experience or even human heredity?

• Is intelligent behavior realizable, or
even conceivable, with the typeof com
putinginstruments currently available?

• Is intelligent behavior in some way a
property of organic structure, and

thus not achievable bynonorganic
machinery?

To illustrate how far we stiJl have to
go to achieve a human level ofperform
ance, consider how much information
would have to be stored in a machine to
answer random questions ofthe following
type:

If a young manof20 can gather 10
pounds of blackberries in one day, and a
youngwoman of18 can gather9, how
manywill they gather ifthey go out in the
woods together?


